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1 He Himself created Himself; He Himself assumed His Name. 

Secondly, He fashioned the creation; seated within the creation, He beholds it 
with delight.           463 

 
 According to the above quotation from Gurbani the Timeless Being 
created this ‘huge materialistic play’ or the ‘materialistic realm’ and in so 
doing he made a projection of His Own Self. 
 
 Just as the projection of the sun – takes place through the rays that 
emerge from it – in the same way from the ‘Self’ of the Timeless Being’s 
‘light-embodiment’, the projection of divine rays took place which in 
Gurbani is referred to as ‘Shabad’ (word), - ‘Naam’ – ‘Hukam’ (command). 
 
2 In so many ways, the One, the Universal Creator has diffused Himself, O Nanak 
             296 
 
3 The One Universal Creator Lord created the creation. 

He made all the days and the nights. 
The forests, meadows, three worlds, water, 
the four Vedas, the four sources of creation, 
the countries, the continents and all the worlds, 
have all come from the One Word of the Lord.    1003 

 
4 O Nanak, God created the creation, with its many ways and various species. 
            275 

To enable the creation and the flourishment of the drama of the ‘huge-
materialistic-play’ to take place, the ‘Shabad’ or ‘Naam’ was created. To 
operate this infinite divine ‘creation’ or ‘drama’, the Timeless Being brought 
into being an ‘unerring’ and boundless ‘hukam’ or Command.  

 
In this way we, the 8.4 million ‘life-forms’, according to the ‘secret’, 

‘unerring’ and ‘eternal’ ‘hukam (command)’ are the partners of the ‘drama’ 
of this boundless and indiscernible divine creation.  
 
5 What can the poor wooden puppet do? The Master Puppeteer knows 

everything. 
As the Puppeteer dresses the puppet, so is the role the puppet plays. 206 
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1 Tell me - what can a mere mortal do? 
Whatever pleases Him (God) is what He causes us to do.  277 

 
  To make this divine expansion ‘diversely multifarious’:- 
 

1 The ‘second creation’ was brought into being. 

2 The desire for the ‘love of the other’ arose. 

3 For the ‘love of the other’ to flourish the evolution of ‘egotism’ 
took place. 

4 ‘Illusion’ arose from the ‘darkness’ of ‘egotism’. 

5 That which emerged when the ‘covering’ of ‘illusion’ enveloped 
itself around this very divine ‘ray’ is referred to as a ‘life-form’ or 
man. 

6 This ‘illusion’ has caused ‘man’ to ‘forget’ the Timeless Being and 
turn away from the Creator. 

7 This illusion-filled ‘darkness’  or ‘ignorance’ is called 
‘materialism’. 

8 It is from ‘materialism’ that the triguni (three-phased) materialistic 
realm and the 8.4 million life-forms have arisen. 

9 It is from this very ‘fort of materialism’ that all the creation’s life-
forms come into being, grow and decay. 

10 In the ‘illusion’ or ‘ignorance’ of this very ‘balloon of darkness’ 
that all the ‘beings’ flourish. 

11 It is within this illusion-filled ‘egotism’ that beings:- 
 

think 

act 

face consequences 

embrace ‘religion’ 

perform rites and rituals 

worship 

meditate 

partake in ascetic disciplines 

execute sins and charities 

become ‘good and virtuous’ 
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    face pain and comforts 
    become slaves to the ‘five’(passions) 
    take birth 
    die 
    face the sentences 
    remain in the cycle of transmigration. 
 
1 This is Maya, by which the Lord is forgotten; emotional attachment and love of 

duality well up.  921 
 

2 he made the world subject to the three dispositions. 

Sin and virtue then began to be spoken of. 

Some have gone to hell, and some yearn for paradise. 

Worldly snares and entanglements of Maya, 

egotism, attachment, doubt and loads of fear; 

pain and pleasure, honor and dishonor  

- these came to be described in various ways. 

He Himself creates and beholds His own drama. 

He winds up the drama, and then, O Nanak, He alone remains. 292 
 
 In other words – ‘man’s’ ego-propelled separate individuality takes root 
and flourishes in this very ‘doubt-fortress’ of ignorance and this cycle of 
transmigration does not come to an end. 
 

3 The Primal Lord Himself formed the Universe. 

The beings and creatures are engrossed in emotional attachment to Maya. 

In the love of duality, they are attached to the illusory material world. 

The unfortunate ones die, and continue to come and go.  842 

 

4 In doubt he comes, and in doubt he goes. 

This world is born out of the love of duality. 

The self-willed manmukh does not remember the Lord; he continues coming 
and going in reincarnation.   161 

 
 In this way all the life-forms in the triguni (three-phased) materialistic 
ream – are existing in the ignorance of the ‘illusion’ of egotism or the 
‘second-love’. 
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 As long as ‘man’ operates in the ‘second-love’ or in the ‘illusion of 
egotism’ – he remains divorced from the spiritual blessings, benevolences 
and bounties of the Timeless Being and according to the eternal law ‘ I reap 
the consequences of my actions’, they experience the anguish and pleasure of 
their ‘actions’. 
 
1 They wander lost and confused, deceived by doubt, suffering in terrible pain. 

The Messenger of Death shall beat them to a pulp.  21 
 
2 In the love of duality, he suffers in pain forever; he is deluded by doubt, and 

confused by the three gunas. 1066 
 

In this way  
    
  the coming into being 
    the development 
    the daily life 
     doing things 
      embracing religion 
       doing religious rites and rituals 
        facing pain and pleasure 
         the living 
          the dying 
      the getting into the cycle of transmigration 
         facing the couriers of death 
          facing sentence 
 
of all the life-forms or the ‘whole life’ takes place in 
 

  the ignorance of egotism, 

  the pitch darkness of ignorance, 

the pitch-darkness of ‘the fort of illusion’, 

the ‘second love’ of illusion, 

the second-love of ‘me-mineness’, 

  the manifestation of ‘me-mineness’. 
 
 But the surprising thing is that we are never ever prepared 
 
  to deliberate upon 
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  to understand 
   to delve into 
    to accept 
     to put into practice 
 
the above truths! 
 
 Man does not seem to have the desire  
 

to know 
 to recognise 
  to discover 
   to deliberate upon 

 
his own ‘illusion-filled’ decline and for him 
 
  to become aware 
   to have regret 
    to feel repentance 
     to express remorse 
      to feel uneasy 
 
about his own ignorance-filled condition is certainly out of the question 
 
 The thought of 
 
  reforming 
   changing 
    reversing 
     improving  
 
this ‘illusion-filled’ life of ‘second-love’ too, has never ever occurred. 
 
The reason for this is that over numerous lives we –  
 
  have been taking birth 
   have been living 
    have been involved in mundane or worldly life 
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     have been dying 
      have and taking birth again 
 
in the ‘false fort of illusion’ or egotism., and this ‘illusion’ has become an 
integral part or the ‘life-support’ or the ‘life’s-embodiment’ of our 
‘existence’ or ‘sub-consciousness’.  
 

In ego they come, and in ego they go. 

In ego they are born, and in ego they die. 

In ego they give, and in ego they take. 

In ego they earn, and in ego they lose. 

In ego they become truthful or false. 

In ego they reflect on virtue and sin. 

In ego they go to heaven or hell. 

In ego they laugh, and in ego they weep. 

In ego they become dirty, and in ego they are washed clean. 

In ego they lose social status and class. 

In ego they are ignorant, and in ego they are wise. 

They do not know the value of salvation and liberation.``466 
 
 The cause of man’s ‘illusion’ or ‘support’ is indeed ‘egotism’ and it is 
egotism which prevents man from acknowledging the ‘error’ of his own 
‘doubt-fallacies’. 
 
 For this reason we have no awareness or knowledge of our ‘doubt-filled 
life’. 
 

But we are not prepared to accept or feel that (the message of ) 

   illusion 

    doubt-fallacy 

     darkness 

      utter-darkness 

       pitch-darkness 

        fort of illusion 

that is mentioned in Gurbani 
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is something that applies to us. We do not feel (that Gurbani is referring to our state 
of affairs directly). 
 
 Not acknowledging  or not feeling our doubt-filled ignorance is indeed man’s 
‘serious’, ‘primal’ and ‘fatal’ 
 
  doubt-fallacy, 
  self deception, 
  stubbornness of egotism, 
  innocent hypocrisy 
 
 the result of which is stated in Gurbani as follows:- 

 
1 Within the fortress of body, are the hard and rigid doors of falsehood, 

deception and pride. 
Deluded by doubt, the blind and ignorant self-willed manmukhs cannot see 
them.        514 

 
2 The world is blind, and its dealings are blind as well; without the Guru, there is 

only pitch darkness.       600 
 
3 Deluded by doubt, I have wasted my whole life; I have not obtained a stable 

intellect. 
I remain under the influence of corrupting sins, night and day, and I have not 
renounced wickedness.        632 

 
4 O mind, the world is a deep, dark pit. 

On all four sides, Death has spread his net.     654 
 
5 In such confusion, the world has gone astray. 

The foolish mortal wastes this precious human life.   676 
 
6 The world is in the darkness of love and attachment to Maya. 1043 
 
7 In this Dark Age of Kali Yuga, there is utter darkness; the self-willed manmukh 

cannot find the way. 1285 
 

 From the above lines it is clear that ‘illusion’ is clinging on like a ‘ghost or 
spirit’ to ‘all’ the ‘whole-total’ ‘world’ or ‘creation’. But in our ‘egisstic-
stubborness’ we have come to believe that we are ‘special’ and ‘separate’ from the 
‘whole creation’ or the ‘whole world’. Therefore this ‘illusion’ cannot touch us. 
 
 But the truth is that all life-forms and we too are set adrift in ‘arena of 
darkness’ of this ‘fort of illusion’, and falling and 
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wavering, getting entangled and enmeshed we are simply wasting away our priceless 
life. 
 
1 As long as there are doubts in the mind, the mortal staggers and falls. 400 
 
2 The blind, self-willed manmukhs practice cleverness. 

They do not surrender to the Lord's Will, and suffer terrible pain. 
Deluded by doubt, they come and go in reincarnation; they never find the 
Mansion of the Lord's Presence.  1064 

 
Those beings entangled or absorbed in mental ‘illusion’ are referred to in 

Gurbani as manmukh or mind-orientated. 
 
3 Those who wander around, deluded by doubt, are called manmukhs; they are 

neither on this side, nor on the other side.  797  
 
4 Fire and wind lead him into delusions of doubt. 

In love and attachment to Maya, he has no understanding at all. 
The blind, self-willed manmukh sees nothing; through the Guru's Teachings, 
the Naam is gloriously revealed.   1048 

 
5 The stubborn and insensitive mind is attached to the love of duality. 

Deluded by doubt, the unfortunate wander around in confusion. 1061 
 
6 In duality and evil-mindedness, the mortal acts blindly. 

The self-willed manmukh wanders, lost in the darkness....... 
 
7 The manmukh is blind; he does not like the Guru's Teachings. 

He has become a beast; he cannot get rid of his egotistical pride. 1190 
 
8 Those beings who wander in the wilderness of doubt - those faithless cynics are 

foolish, and are plundered. 
They are like the deer: the scent of musk comes from its own navel, but it 
wanders and roams around, searching for it in the bushes.  1336 

 
 In all truthfulness we must investigate or deliberate into our mind to find out if 
we are not part of this ‘manmukh or self willful category’?  
 
 The whole creation, existing in and ‘enmeshed and entangled in the false 
occupations’ of the ‘doubt-filled’ second love, is wasting away its precious life. 
 
9     Those who act in ego shall all die. Their worldly possessions shall not go along with them. 
     Because of their love of duality, they suffer in pain. The Messenger of Death is watching all. 

              84 

10 The world is blind and ignorant; in the love of duality, it engages in actions. 593 
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1 But those actions which are performed in the love of duality, cause only pain to 
the body.          593 

 
2 Don't think that he is alive in the world - he is dead, through the love of duality.
            643 
3 This world perishing in attachment and possessiveness; no one knows the way 

of life.          508 
 
4 This world is engrossed in attachment to Maya; it has gone astray in duality 

and doubt.          430 
 
5 O Holy people, this world is deluded by doubt. 

It has forsaken the meditative remembrance of the Lord's Name, and sold itself 
out to Maya.         685 

 
 From the very beginning the Gurus-avtars-devotees-sants-evolved souls 
have been giving warnings about this illusion-filled ‘life’ of ‘man’ and they 
have also been counseling on how to protect and ‘free’ oneself from it. 
 
 But the surprising thing is that that the illusion-filled ‘magic’ has such 
an intense and deep ‘influence’ on ‘human life-form’ that ‘man’ has no 
awareness about his ‘illusion-filled ignorance’ despite –  
 

   the counsel of the gurus and avtars 

   the (example set by) the life of evolved beings 

   the presence of numerous religions 

   the on going abundant preaching 

   carrying out religious rites and rituals 

   participating in the company of the holy 

   being involved in the reading of scriptures and worship 

   delving into philosophies   

   bearing the pain of religious penance 

   participating in yogic disciplines 

   getting absorbed in semadhis or contemplation 

   doing charities (and) 

   going on pilgrmages. 
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 In this way, becoming irresponsible and negligent under the influence 
of the stubbornness of egotism, man is recklessly being swept away in his old 
materialistic ‘illusion-filled’ ‘life-current’. 
 
 In fact, man, living in the ‘pitch darkness’ of the ‘fort of illusion’, 
supported by his false materialistic – 
 

  successes 

   degrees 

    intelligence 

     cunningness 

      knowledge 

       attention 

        science 

         philosophies, 
 
he regards himself as 
 

  virtuous 

   a scholar 

    a contemplator  

     an evolved soul 

      a yogi 

       a worshipper 

        an ascetic 

         a religious teacher 

          a swami 

a 108 (a title conferred by       
Indian society on seers and adepts) 

 
etc. feeling bloated or puffed up in false praises.  
 
 It is only the human life-form, that gets entangled and enmeshed in the 
pitch darkness of the ignorance of egotism – and this is caused entirely by 
ones own sharp intellect. The rest of the 8.4 million life-forms, unknowingly 
are cultivating the counsel ‘abide by the Will’ of their creator, the Timeless 
Being 
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and are innocently ‘moving’  towards their ocean master. 
 
 The Timeless Being, having fashioned the ‘human life-form’ in His Own 
image, blessed man with a sharp intellect and freedom to enable him (man) to 
discover and recognise his Timeless Being Waheguru, and allow him to unravel 
God’s ‘hukam’ or command, so that he can fully comprehend the counsel of 
‘Abiding in (God’s) Will’ and cultivate it with understanding and awareness. 
 
 But man, in his egotism,  is so entangled and ‘intoxicated’ in the ‘falseness’ of 
the wonderful materialistic sights or the ‘pageantry of the huge performance’, that he 
is totally unconscious of the ‘Commander’ and His ‘Command’, and has turned 
away from Him. 
 
1 Gazing upon the falseness of Maya, you have gone astray, O my mind.  

486 
2 Hope, doubt, corruption and emotional attachment - in these, he is engrossed. 

The false material world abides in his mind, and he does not understand the 
Supreme Lord God.  815 

 
3 He cries for the possessions of others. 

He forfeits all the merits of his good deeds and religion. 
He does not understand the Hukam of the Lord's Command, and so he 
continues coming and going in reincarnation. 
He sins, and then regrets and repents.  676 

 
Forgetting the ‘Timeless-Being’ and His ‘Command’ in this way, or  turning 

away from Him is the foremost and grave ‘doubt-fallacy’ of the ‘human life-
form’. 

 

In so doing’ the human-life-form (man) has improperly and wrongfully 
misused its blessing of ‘sharp intellect’ and freedom – thereby causing its life to be 
action-reaction bound in ‘self-inflicted’ illusion thereby subjecting itself to the never 
ending cycle of transmigration and facing the consequences. 

 

It has been stated in the previous sections of this lekh (article) that there 
are two distinct realms in ‘God’s’ creation:- 

 
1 The ‘true realm’ of divine ‘illumination’ or the ‘realm of truth’. 
2 The false ‘fortress of illusion’ of materialistic darkness. 

 
The divine realm is – 
 
  fathomless 
   boundless 
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 imperceptible 

  eternal 

   subtle 

    true 

     pure:- 

 

    griefless realm 

     God’s realm  

      abode of the Self 

       the realm of truth 

        world of intuition 

         realm of illumination 

          a country of love, 
 
in which reside, the Timeless Being Himself and His blessed avtars 
(prophets), gurus, devotees, disciples, God’s slaves, guru-orientated, sadhs, 
and sants. 
 
 Materialistic realm’s ‘fort of illusion’ has no existence of its own 
because it is from the ‘absence’ of  ‘divine-illumination’ or ‘Naam’ that:- 
 

the illusion - of materialism 

the illusion  - of me-mineness 

the illusion - of egotism 

the illusion  - of the ignorance of materialism 

the illusion  - of religiousness  

the illusion  - of the physical body 

the illusion  - of the mental self 

the illusion  - of life 

the illusion  - of death 

the illusion  - of transmigration 

the illusion  - of heaven and hell 

the illusion  - of good and bad omens 

the illusion  - of couriers of death 
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the illusion  - of the invisible realm 
the illusion  - of the ‘Self’ of the embodiment of light 
 
etc., and numerous other illusions arise, in the triguni (three-phased) materialistic 
realm in which exist all the ‘life-forms’, including humans. 
 
 In other words, apart from 8.4 million life-forms in this ‘illusion-filled’ 
materialistic realm, goddesses and gods, yogis, worshippers, ascetics, and hattis too 
are included. 
 

This truth is expressed in Gurbani as follows:- 
 
1 The angelic beings, goddesses and gods are deluded by doubt. 

The Siddhas and seekers, and even Brahma are deluded by doubt. 
Wandering around, deluded by doubt, people are ruined. 
It is so very difficult and treacherous to cross over this ocean of Maya.  258 

 
2 The three forms of Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva are trapped in the three qualities, 

lost in confusion.  909 
 
3 Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva wander in the three qualities, while their egotism 

and desire increase. 
The Pandits, the religious scholars and the silent sages read and debate in 
confusion; their consciousness is centered on the love of duality. 
The Yogis, wandering pilgrims and Sanyaasees are deluded; without the Guru, 
they do not find the essence of reality.  852 

 
 The gist of the above discussion is that those beings, who live and exist in the 
triguni (three phased) materialistic realm, -  ‘man’ and ‘demi gods and goddesses – 
are altogether the residents of the’ fort of illusion’ of materialism, and entangled and 
enmeshed in it, they are wasting away their lives. 
 
 But the strange thing is that despite having such a sharp intellect, the human 
‘life-form’ has no awareness of its own ‘illusion-filled-life’. 
 
 None among us is prepared to acknowledge that we are entangled in the ‘false-
realm of the ‘fort of illusion’. In fact we are wasting away our lives in the ‘false 
(sense of) support’ of the illusion filled pitch darkness and having hung up(set aside) 
the counsel of the Gurus, evolved souls, sants, and devotees, we move about feeling 
puffed up in our false and hollow intelligence. 
 
 When we read or hear the words:- 
 
    egotism 
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   second love 

    illusion 

     fort of illusion 

      ignorance 

       pitch darkness 

 
we have this belief that these words do not apply to us because we are:- 
 

   very clever 

    knowledgeable 

     contemplators 

      scholars 

       scientists 

        philosophers 

         platos 

          modern 

           civilised. 
 
 O yes!! These words are for some other:- 
 

   illiterates 

    ignorant one  

     fools 

      backward ones 

       wild 
 
people.  
 
 In this way our ‘hypocrisy’ or ‘egoistic stubbornness’ is awakened and 
our mental intelligence, knowledge, ‘praise’ and virtuous false individuality 
gets a knock. 
 
 Even if these words have some impact on our mind, that too is 
‘superficial’, - it disappears almost immediately, and  
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once again we get carried away in the flow of our ingrained ‘egotism’s 
‘illusion-filled’ life ‘current’. 
 

We have made the narration and the philosophizing of the ‘illusion-
filled ignorance’ mentioned in Gurbani into (some kind of an) entertainment, 
because we have no total faith in the truth of these counsels. All we do is 
‘acknowledge’ it with a superficial mind. 

 
In this way we are cheating our ‘inner-being’ and by so doing we are 

further ‘strengthening’ the darkness of our ‘illusion’. 
 
But this ego-filled ‘illusion’ –like ‘spirits and ghosts, is clinging to 

every aspect of our being’s 
 

thinking 

    thought 

 imagination, 

          emotions 

    excitement 

   desires 

        wishes 

     love 

          hatred 

        enmity 

      conflict 

           grievances 

         complaints 

        lust 

            anger 

          greed 

               attachment 

               egotism 
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and the effect of this ‘hue’ or ‘glitter’ of ours keeps hovering over our whole 
life  
 

  every moment 

   every second 

    every hour 

     while sitting 

      while standing 

       while being awake 

        while sleeping. 
 
 It is clear from the above discussion that the ‘root’ or ‘seed’ of our 
‘illusion’ is indeed the ‘desire’ of our ‘egotism’, which appears and manifests 
itself through our ‘me-mineness’. 
 
1 Egotism is within all bodies; through egotism, we come to be born. 

Egotism is total darkness; in egotism, no one can understand anything.    560 
 
2 In egotism and self-conceit, the world wanders in delusion. 841 

 
 But, our mental ‘illusion’ arises and flourishes in the ‘absence’ of 
divine illumination. 
 
 As long as illumination does not take place, until then the illusion or 
doubt of darkness will predominate and prevail. 
 
 In this way without ‘divine illumination’, or the ‘blazing of Naam – our 
ego-filled ‘illusion’ can never go away. 
 
3 O servant Nanak, without knowing one's own self, the moss of doubt is not 

removed.       684 
 
4 Without the Name, all the false ones wander deluded.   842 
 
 
5 Without the Name, they wander and wander and wander, and waste away.   

1140 
 
6 He walks in the ways of the world, trying to please people.6 

But as long as his heart is not enlightened, he is stuck in pitch black darkness.   
1205 
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 This illusion has no physical form – instead, this ‘ego-ridden’ ‘illusion’ 
is the ‘hue’ or ‘glitter’ of our mind’s 
 

   thoughts 

    beliefs 

     emotions 

      desires 
 
which have been implanted in the innate self of our  
 

   mind 

    intellect 

     sub-consciousness 

      awareness 

       attention 
 
over numerous births. 
 

Countless lifetimes have passed away, wandering aimlessly. 
The terrible, treacherous Maya does not even allow them to dwell in their own 
home.  
Day and night, they receive the rewards of their own actions. 
Don't blame anyone else; your own actions lead you astray.  745 

 
 ‘Darkness’ – by itself cannot get rid of its darkness. In the same way, 
the 

  deeds 

   religious practices 

    actions 

     reading of scriptures 

      worship 

       meditation 

        penance      
         ascetic disciplines 
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     doing of charity 
      making donations 
       doing virtuous deeds 
        serving of others 
 
etc., carried out by man ingrained in the ‘illusion-filled ignorance’ over 
numerous births under the influence of egotism or the ‘second love’, cannot 
break the mental pitch-darkness or the ‘fort of illusion’. 
 
1 I have tried many methods, but by turning it away, the noose of doubt is not turned 

away.     346 
 
2 I make all sorts of efforts and go on pilgrimages; 

I perform the six rituals, and meditate in the right way. 
I am so tired of making all these efforts, but the horrible demons still do not leave me.  
     1119 

 
3 O Beloved, this is not the way to meet the Lord; I have performed these rituals so many 

times.     641 

 
 These ego-driven virtuous acts and rites-rituals, are the activity of the 
‘fort of illusion’ of trigun, three phased materialistic realm, and as such they 
are within the limits of our limited intellect. 
 
 Actions done with this ego driven ‘desire’ have no access into the 
‘spiritual realm’. 
 
4 If someone does millions of good deeds, while acting in ego, 

he shall incur only trouble; all this is in vain. 
If someone performs great penance, while acting in selfishness and conceit, 
he shall be reincarnated into heaven and hell, over and over again. 
He makes all sorts of efforts, but his soul is still not softened  
- how can he go to the Court of the Lord?    278 

 
5 Those who make pilgrimages to sacred shrines, observe ritualistic fasts and make 

donations to charity while still taking pride in their minds  
- O Nanak, their actions are useless, like the elephant, who takes a bath, and then 

rolls in the dust.         1428 

 
6 In spite of the many places of pilgrimage for people to bathe in, their minds are still 

stained by their stubborn ego; the Lord Master is not pleased by this at all. 687 
 
7 He may remain devoted to worship and adoration, bowing his forehead to the floor, 

practicing the six religious rituals. 
He indulges in egotism and pride, and falls into entanglements, but he does not meet the 
Lord by these devices.        642    
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 This ‘huge-play-drama’ of the ‘fort of illusion’ or triguni (three phased) 
materialistic realm is not some abstract island, country or planet. 
 
 Its ‘existence’ is the subject matter of our 
 
   thoughts 
    emotions 
     beliefs 
      desires 
       mind 
        intellect 
         sub consciousness 
 
or our subtle mental consciousness cum attention. 
 
 Therefore, to get rid of the ignorance of the ‘fort of illusion’s’ darkness, 
we will have to ‘change’ our thoughts, desires and beliefs. 
 
 This ‘change’, can only take place while being in the lofty-pure ‘sadh-
sangat’, the company of the holy, and doing simran. 
 
1 The Saints dispel the darkness of ignorance; the Guru is the Giver of the gift of 

life.         530 
 
2 I am attached to Maya, and deluded by doubt; I have fallen in love with my 

children and spouse. 
I have heard that the most exalted Path of all is the Sangat, the Guru's 
Congregation. Joining it, the fear of death is taken away.   1406 

 
3 Meditating in remembrance on the Lord, the state of perfection is attained. 193 
 
4 In the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy, the darkness of doubt is 

dispelled. 
O Nanak, the Creator Lord blends us with Himself.        389 

 
 If a sour grape plant is grafted with a variety that is sweet, then its 
grapes too will become sweet. 
 
 In the same way, if the illusion-ridden ignorant mind is grafted with true 
and pure divine ‘sadh sangat’, the company of the holy, then that mind will 
become ‘sublime’. 
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 In this way, as spiritual knowledge gets grafted onto our mind, intellect 
and the subconscious, through the ‘sadh sangat’ the company of the holy, – 
 
 the mind becomes sublime. 
 from a manmukh (mind-orientated), one become a gurmukh. 
 from a gurmukh (guru orientated) one becomes a Braham Gyani  

    (one who possesses  Divine Knowledge). 
 

Just as, before the sun rises, ‘dawn breaks forth’ and a soft light comes 
into being – in the same way upon the ‘breaking forth’ of the ‘divine light’ in 
the innate self within, our mind-intellect-consciousness gets ‘connected to 
the soul’ and blooms and manifests itself. 

 
In the same way, by and by, the shroud of our –  
 
  desire of ‘egotism’  
  ‘belief’ of the ‘second love 
  mental ‘ignorance’ 
  ‘illusion’ of ignorance 
  ‘pitch darkness’ of ignorance 
  ‘doubt-fallacies’ of pitch darkness 

 
will begin to get smaller and thinner. 
 
 In this way under the influence of dynamic spiritual ‘grafting’, divine 
flashes will blaze forth in the ‘intuition’ of our evolved mind and in some 
‘moment’ of fortunate blessedness –  
 

  ‘divine illumination’ will take place, 

  the manifestation of the ‘shabad’ or Word will take place, 

  the eruption of ‘Naam’ will take place, 

  Gobind, the Lord of the world will thunder forth, 
  
My doubts were removed, and my fear ran away, 
when my consciousness became attached to the Lord's Name. 655 

  
 Just like when a sour grapes ‘vine’ itself becomes sweet by being in the 
‘company’ of sweet grapes vine, in the same way, when the ‘mind’ of the 
‘manmukh’ 
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comes in touch with the evolved mind of a ‘gurmukh’, or by keeping his 
company, he himself ‘evolves’ or becoming ‘lofty’, he places his attention 
upon the Guru and ‘faces’ him. On such an ‘evolved’ or ‘guru-orientated 
mind’ –  

  the effect of the illusion of materialism begins to lessen. 

  the ‘fort of illusion’ of materialism breaks down. 

  the mind continues to become more focused. 

  a spiritual pull or ‘hunger’ takes place in the mind. 

  the focused mind gets connected in simran. 

  the simran comes ingrained. 

  the cord of love is established with the satguru. 

  this pull of the cord of love keeps increasing 

  the ‘unstruck melody’ can be heard. 

  the mind becomes intoxicated in the unstruck melody  

or ‘silent love. 

  emplacement within the divine illumination takes place. 
 
1 When the arrow of the Lord's Love pierces his body, then his doubt is 

eradicated         607 
 
2 In the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy, fear and doubt depart. 193 
 
3 In the Company of the Holy, one is rid of Maya.... 

In the Company of the Holy, the mind does not wander. 
In the Company of the Holy, the mind becomes stable.  271 

 
4 Doubt and fear are erased, in the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy, and 

then one is not afflicted by deadly pain.    1085 
 
5 The Saints dispel the darkness of ignorance; the Guru is the Giver of the gift of 

life.     530 
 
6 Chanting the Name of the Lord of the Universe, Gobind, Gobind, Gobind, we 

become like Him. 
Since I met the compassionate, Holy Saints, my evil-mindedness has been 
driven far away.   822 

 
7 One whose heart abides in the Society of the Saints, O Nanak, does not wander 

around in doubt.   258 
 
 The loftiest of the lofty and the purest of the pure 
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‘stage of guru-orientated-ness ’ of this astonishing wondrous divine 
illumination is mentioned in Gurbani thus:- 
 
1 The egg of doubt has burst; my mind has been enlightened. 

The Guru has shattered the shackles on my feet, and has set me free. ||1|| 
My coming and going in reincarnation is ended. 
The boiling cauldron has cooled down; the Guru has blessed me with the cooling, 
soothing Naam, the Name of the Lord. ||1||Pause|| 
Since I joined the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the Holy, those who were eyeing me 
have left. 
The one who tied me up, has released me; what can the Watchman of Death do to me 
now? ||2|| 
The load of my karma has been removed, and I am now free of karma. 
I have crossed the world-ocean, and reached the other shore; the Guru has blessed me 
with this Dharma. ||3|| 
True is my place, and True is my seat; I have made Truth my life's purpose. 
True is my capital, and True is the merchandise, which Nanak has placed into the home 
of the heart.      1002 

 
2 That which was upside-down has been set upright; the deadly enemies and adversaries 

have become friends. 
In the darkness, the jewel shines forth, and the impure understanding has become pure.  
When the Lord of the Universe became merciful, 
I found peace, wealth and the fruit of the Lord's Name; I have met the True Guru.  
No one knew me, the miserable miser, but now, I have become famous all over the 
world. 
Before, no one would even sit with me, but now, all worship my feet.  
I used to wander in search of pennies, but now, all the desires of my mind are satisfied. 
I could not bear even one criticism, but now, in the Saadh Sangat, the Company of the 
Holy, I am cooled and soothed.  
What Glorious Virtues of the Inaccessible, Unfathomable, Profound Lord can one mere 
tongue describe? 
Please, make me the slave of the slave of Your slaves; servant Nanak seeks the Lord's 
Sanctuary.      402 

 

  Coming out from the ‘fortress of illusion’ of egotism’s illusion 
filled ignorance, and abiding in the ‘realm of divine illumination’ of mind’s 
intuition :- 
 

    is an astounding mental ‘change’ 

    is a divine ‘miracle’ 

    is a spiritual phenomenon 

    is God’s wondrous play 

    is a ‘wondrous marvel’ 

    is a secret ‘play of love’ 
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    is divine ‘give and take’ 
    is a hidden ‘transaction’ 
    is an ‘amazing merchandise’. 
 
 This priceless and wondrous divine ‘grace’ from the house of the 
Satguru:- 
 
   is clemency 
    is compassion 
     is a blessing 
      is a ‘glance of favour’ 
       is a divine bequest 
 
which is disbursed through the lofty-pure, living-vibrant ‘sadh-sangat’ the 
company of the holy.  
 
 This phenomenal amazing,  ‘wondrous play’, ‘spiritual miracle’  of the 
divine path, is beyond the grasp and understanding of our limited 
materialistic intellect. This divine ‘play of love’ can  be –  
 
   known 
    understood 
     unraavelled 
      discovered 
       recognised  (and) 
        enjoyed 
 
only through intuition. 
 
 All the ‘effort’ (put in), in trying to 
 

   understand 

    unravel 

     deliberate 

      churn knowledge 

       devise philosophies 

        narrate and expound 
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this wondrous ‘play of love’ of the divine realm, with the limited, doubt-
filled mental intellect, is indeed our serious  mental –   doubt-fallacy. 
 
1 Everyone speaks of wisdom and meditation; 

but bound in bondage, the whole world is wandering around in confusion. 728 
 
2 Without the Naam, what is the use of spiritual wisdom and meditation?   905 
 
3 By preaching sermons, one's doubt is not dispelled. 

Everyone is tired of preaching and teaching.    655 
 
4 Everyone talks about spiritual wisdom and spiritual knowledge. 

Talking, talking, they argue, and suffer.    831 

 
 Gurbani has declared that without ‘unravelling the Self’ through the 
‘illumination of Naam’ in the innate self within, our mental, materialistic 
‘illusion’ can never be eradicated.  
 
5 O servant Nanak, without knowing one's own self, the moss of doubt is not 

removed.     684 
 
6 O Nanak, without the True Name, she is confused and deluded, and so she 

regrets and repents.    1111 
 

7 Doubt, separation and fear are never eradicated, and the mortal continues 
coming and going in reincarnation, as long as he does not know the Lord. 
Without the Name of the Lord, no one is liberated; they drown and die without 
water.      1127 

 

The disappearance of the illusion of ‘second-love’ upon the upsurge of 
the ‘divine illumination’ through intuition, will lead to the experiencing of 
the one and only all encompassing ‘manifested-light’ of the Timeless Being. 
 
8 Darkness is dispelled from within that body, in which the Divine Light of the 

Guru's Shabad shines. 
The noose of doubt is cut away from those who place their faith in the Saadh 
Sangat, the Company of the Holy.   208 

 
9 By his karma, he meets the True Guru, and then, he is lovingly attuned to the 

True Name. 
O Nanak, he is naturally at peace; doubt and fear run away and leave him.  851 

 
10 O Nanak, the Gurmukh attains spiritual wisdom,  
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and the pitch-black darkness of ignorance is dispelled. 852 
 
1 When the temple is illuminated by the lamp, its darkness is dispelled. 

The Fearless Lord is All-pervading. Doubt has run away, says Kabeer, the Lord's 
humble slave.         1123 

 
 This ‘Naam’ or ‘divine illumination’ will gush forth from within our 
‘innate-self’. To look for it outside is our spiritual 
 
    doubt-fallacy 

 
2 Everything is within the home of the self; there is nothing beyond. 

One who searches outside is deluded by doubt.  102 
 
3 O my mind, the treasure is within you; do not search for it on the outside.569 

 
 But our religious rites and rituals, recitation of scriptures and worship 
nay all religious ways and means – are ‘externally orientated’. To regard 
these external means as the destination is indeed our grave 
 
    doubt-fallacy of our mental ignorance. 
 
 But (since) we have no knowledge of the divine ‘treasure of the Naam’ 
in the innate self within, the question of (making)  an effort (to discover it) 
does not arise. 
 
 The awareness of this priceless divine ‘treasure’ or ‘essence-
knowledge’ can only be ‘experienced’ by some rare blessed guru-orientated 
beloved. 
 
4 This world is deluded by doubt; how rare are those who understand this. 558 
 

 
- the end – 
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